A Craig Baker Selection wine signifies that they have been personally sourced from small family estates by Craig. These are artisanal
wines that represent outstanding quality and authenticity. Craig has been working with small family estates since 1991 and has had the
great opportunity to have been mentored by some of the legendary US Importers over the last quarter century. To make the cut the wines
must display full physiological ripeness, density, exceptional balance and be true to their appellation. We hope you agree that this
offering is the perfect accompaniment to the stellar portfolio of Misa Imports.

Champagne
Sabine Godmé - Verzenay

The Champagne house of Godmé was established in 1930 by Michèle and Bertrand Godmé. Sabine and her brother Hugues divided the
11 hectare estate in equal parts. Today Sabine Godmé and her husband Jean Marie Guillaume represent the 4th generation. All the
viticulture here is sustainable and on average 30% of the primary fermentation is done in barrel. The estate is located in the heart of
Montagne de Reims, specifically in the Grand Cru village of Verzenay. They also own vineyards in the Grand Cru village Beaumontsur-Vesle and Verzy as well as the Premier Cru villages of Villers-Marmery and Montbré. These are Champagnes that allow the nuance
of the Grand Cru and Premier Cru terroir to really be the focus and are not over manipulated.
Brut Reserve Premier Cru: 70% Chardonnay, 15% Pinot Noir, 15% Pinot Meunier assembled from more than 20 Premier Cru &
Grand plots; dosage 6.4gr/l RS; 50% reserve wine; 3 years minimum ageing on the lees. Smoke, red fruits and chalky earth, elegant
and pure with light lees flavors, toasty brioche. 3000BTL production.
Disgorging date: December 2019
Assemblage base year: 60% 2015 - 40% 2014-2013-2012 91WE
Blanc de Blancs Premier Cru: 100% Chardonnay from the Premier Cru Village of Villers-Marmery (classified at 99%); dosage 8gr/l
; 50% reserve wine; 3 years minimum ageing on the lees. Villers-Marmery is a Chardonnay dominated village with chalky soils, and
many experts believe that it would have been granted Grand Cru status if it had been planted to at least 90% Chardonnay when the
Échelle des Crus classification was created in 1919. Chalky, pointed nose; laser beam precision with quince, lemon, toast and tons of
mineral. 1000BTL production
Disgorging date: December 2019
Assemblage base year: 60% 2015 - 40% 2014-2013-2012 93WE
Blanc de Noirs Grand Cru: 100% Pinot Noir sourced from Verzenay & Verzy; dosage 7gr/l ; 30% reserve wine; 3 years minimum
ageing on the lees. 40% primary fermentation in barrel. Big fruity red berry fruits with hints of toast. Great complexity earthy, chalky
flavors with a brilliant tart edge. 1000BTL production
Disgorging date: December 2019
Assemblage base year: 60% 2015 - 40% 2014-2013-2012 93WE
Brut Rose Grand Cru: 85% Pinot Noir (12% Coteaux Champenois Rouge), 15% Chardonnay; sourced from Grand Cru villages of
Verzenay, Beaumont-sur-Vesle and Verzy; dosage 6gr/l ; 40% reserve wine; 3 years minimum ageing on the lees. A Rose that’s not
ashamed to be Rose. Bright red in color and packed with raspberry and earthy aromas and flavors. Beautifully rich and full in the mouth
with chalky components appearing on the finish. 1000BTL production.
Disgorging date: December 2019
Assemblage base year: 50% 2015 - 50% 2014-2013-2012 91WE

“Terre de Verzenay” Extra Brut Grand Cru: 60% Pinot Noir & 40% Chardonnay from the oldest Verzenay vineyard (planted in
1946); dosage of only 3gr/l ; 40% reserve wine; 80% primary fermentation in barrel; 3 years minimum ageing on the lees; 600BTL
production. The nose is extremely toasty with lots of tart cranberry and apple skin flavors; very complex and dense; laser focused loaded
with chalky mineral, very dry and crisp through the finish.
Disgorging date: December 2019
Assemblage base year: 60% 2015 - 40% 2014-2013-2012 93WE “EDITOR’S CHOICE”
Millésime 2014 Grand Cru: 60% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot Noir sourced from Grand Cru villages of Verzenay, Beaumont-sur-Vesle
and Verzy; dosage 5gr/l ; primary fermentation 100% in barrel. 3 years minimum ageing on the lees. Bright nose of yellow apple fruit
with chalky minerality, lees richness and hints of toast. Focused and compact with lots of precision on the palate, crisp fruit with some
oak spice and toasted bread aspects. Complete and long finish. 1100BTL production.
Disgorging date: December 2019

Loire Valley
Domaine du Clos des Aumônes

Benoit Coulon purchased the estate in April of 2019. Benoit is a professional Oenologist and worked in the laboratory of oenology for
the commune of Vouvray. Benoit personally worked with the previous owner, Philippe Gaultier, making the wines of Domaine de Clos
des Aumônes for 8 years. This is an 18 hectare estate in the village of Rochecorbon, just to the west of the village of Vouvray. This
area in renowned for the deep limestone subsoil which give minerality and acidity to the grapes. The domaine is located on the plateau
above the river which allows for a slightly longer hang time than on the lower slopes. Philippe fashions his Vouvray wines to accentuate
freshness and precision. The vine age here averages 40 years and yields are kept low. These are wines to be enjoyed young but can
certainly age for up to 10 years.
Vouvray Sec 2018: 100% Chenin Blanc, vinified in stainless steel – This is a Vouvray for those of you that covet the natural acidity
and finesse of low yield / high quality Chenin Blanc. The wine presents with flowers, orchard fruit and chalk; racy minerality which is
focused and lifts the chalky flavors of the terroir throughout the entirety of the wine. There is a lovely apple, apricot pit core of fruit that
gives richness but always entwined with the persistent limestone terroir minerality which gives this wine a dry crisp, complex finish.

Famille Thomas ‘Les Créots’

“Les Créots” is crafted by one of the truly excellent small domaines in Sancerre, Domaine Thomas, located in the tiny
hamlet of Verdigny. The Thomas family has been growing grapes and producing wine here since 1670. Today Julien
Thomas, representing the 13 th generation is at the helm after succeeding his father Jean. Continuing family traditions
and ably supported by his partner, Justine, just as Ginette, his mother, supported his father. Building on centuries-old
knowledge Julien is adding his personal touch and is committed to producing outstanding Sancerre wines using natural
techniques. The domaine receives official biodynamic certification with the 2019 vintage.
There are 16 hectares of vineyards averaging 25 years of age and are planted at 7,000 vines per hectare. “Les Créots”
references the vineyard soil which contains lots of small limestone stones. Pruning is Guyot Poussard single to reduce
the number of clusters and yield averages 40 HL/H. Vinification is made in stainless steel and with natural yeast only.
The wine is kept on its lees with batonnage for 6-8 months.

Les Créots Sancerre 2018: Vinified in tank; on lees with batonnage for 6 months; the nose presents white flowers,
yellow straw and lemon peel; nice weight and depth on the palate showing a luscious Mirabelle skin quality and a leesenriched complexity, good focus with a chalky mineral tone throughout.

Aubert Lefas-Vigneron

Aubert Lefas is the current steward of Domaine Lejeune and can trace its history back as far as 1783. The 10 hectare domaine has been
passed down for 5 generations and is owned by the Jullien de Pommerol family, which Aubert married into. Aubert has been kind
enough to create The Aubert Lefas- “Vigneron” label for Misa Imports. The red winemaking here can only be described as traditional.
Open wooden vat fermentation, one of which, encircled by 17 hoops of white birch, is the oldest of its kind in the entire Burgundy
region. The objective here is to fashion Pommard in the traditional style, with a solid potential for cellaring and ageing. The method of
vinification is highly original. Each vat is filled to about 20-40% of its volume, with whole clusters or bunches. These are trodden by
foot to release enough juice for the alcoholic fermentation to begin, precipitated by the action of natural yeasts found in the atmosphere
and on the bloom of the grape at harvest time. In the meantime, the vats are filled almost to the top with more whole clusters. Their
weight forces more juice to be released at the bottom. This initial phase of the alcoholic fermentation lasts 5-7 days and is called "semicarbonic maceration" as many of the berries ferment whole, rather than as a pulp. Then, as the alcoholic fermentation proceeds, these
grapes are gently crushed by specially designed poles. The grapes are encouraged to macerate or steep as long as possible, to provide
color and tannin, often taking 21-26 days between the time the wooden vats are filled to the time the wine is run off into barrel. Then a
gentle vertical wooden press gently squeezes more juice from the marc of skins that remains in vat after the wine is run off. The wines
are neither fined nor filtered before bottling.
Size: 10 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
Vinification: Stainless, Barrel, Foudré
Bourgogne “Grandes Carelles” Blanc 2019: 4 barrels made; 100% barrel aging, no new oak (all barrels 1-3 years old); nice tropical
fruit nose with calcaire soil notes and a hint of toasty oak; nice concentrated of fruit in the mouth with super balance and a silky round
textured finish.
Bourgogne “Grandes Carelles” Rouge 2019: 100% barrel (10% new oak) 4-6 year barrels on the rest; 70% whole cluster fermentation;
sourced from Pommard; Big nose of cherry & raspberry with great soil complexity and earthy clay & forest floor; This is very serious
Bourgogne with wonderful forward cherry fruit, savory brown herbs, forest floor, earth notes; nice structure and balance with nice
length.
Cote de Beaune "Les Monsnières" Blanc 2018: 100% barrel (10% new oak); There is very little of this appellation made. The vineyard
is located at the top of the Beaune hillside just above the 1er Cru of Coucherias. The wine is lively with hints of toast and vanilla in the
nose but the focus is much more about apricots, flowers and spice; very focused on the palate with fresh citrus, ripe orchard fruits and
calcaire mineral; perfect balance and great length.
Pommard “Trois Follots” 2018: 50% whole cluster; 20% new oak; 12 barrels made; Located mid-slope on the Volnay side; This is a
gorgeous wine a ripe nose of black cherry/plum, smoky herbs and clay soil; very powerful and lush attack loads of dark fruits, vanilla
toasty oak, soil flavors and savory; really lovely texture; The finish is classic Pommard emphasizing clay soil, sweet oak tannins
wrapped in dark fruits. Delicious!
Pommard 1er Cru “Argillieres” 2017: 60% whole cluster; 15% new oak; others ranging from 1-4 years. Located mid-slope on the
northern side of Pommard just above 1er Cru “Grands Epenots”. Pointed and precise nose of red fruit, smoke and chalk. Lots of red
fruits in a forward, approachable style; herbs and leather notes add complexity. There is pretty serious mineral structure apparent as
you get to the finish but completely wrapped in ripe red fruits. I suspect this will age gracefully for 10-15 years.
\

Pommard 1er Cru “Argillieres” 2018: 19 barrels made; 60% whole cluster; 15% new oak; others ranging from 1-4 years. Located
mid-slope on the northern side of Pommard just above 1er Cru “Grands Epenots”. This is a showstopper! Bright cassis and black cherry
with spice, smoke and calcaire in the nose. Brilliantly compact on the palate; sweet red fruits, lots of savory brown herbs, forest floor
and calcaire tension; very deep and complex wine. The finish is clean, direct and long. This is a wine that can age 15-25 years without
worry.
Pommard 1er Cru “Poutures” 2017: 60% whole cluster; 20% new oak; others ranging from 1-3 years. Located mid-slope on the
Volnay side of Pommard, below Les Rugiens. Lovely nose of ripe cherry, spicy, leather and mint; very juicy & complex in the mouth,
lots of savory aspects here including leather exotic spices, wood, mushroom and raw meat. 2017 is equally approachable and intriguing
that begs you to keep searching for a new flavor buried deep in the wine. Outstanding!
Pommard 1er Cru “Poutures” 2018: 60% whole cluster; 15% new oak; others ranging from 1-3 years. Located mid-slope on the
Volnay side of Pommard, below Les Rugiens. Bold nose of red flowers and earth with hints of tanned leather; very approachable now;
round and full in the mouth again presenting a very earthy, savory expression of Pommard; very old-school it that way; fresh mushroom,
toasty oak and brown herbs though the finish. (89-92) JM 3 STARS
Pommard 1er Cru 2016: 60% whole cluster; This is a blend of Rugiens (60%) & Poutures (40%); 14 barrels made; 30% new oak;
others ranging from 1-4 years; This is pure muscle with profound spice and complex soil aromas, sweet toasty oak & roasted coffee
aromas. Well-structured with black fruits, earth, minerality, brown sugar, tea leaves and herbs. The finish is very complex with more
brown flavors of forest floor and savory mushroom, leather and underbrush. -This is the value of the current offering.
Pommard 1er Cru “Rugiens” 2017: Planted in 1933; 75% whole cluster; 40% new oak; others ranging from 1-2 years; 3 barrels made.
Located on the upper mid-slope on the Volnay side of Pommard. Les Rugiens is considered the best vineyard in Pommard. This wine
is pure class with a focused nose of red fruits and tons of exotic spice, tree bark and earth. In the mouth the fruits lean toward black
currant in an elegant, compact expression. Lots of underbrush, soil, cedar and hints of leather. This is a powerful wine with purpose
with great structure and length.
Pommard 1er Cru “Rugiens” 2018: Planted in 1933; 75% whole cluster; 40% new oak; others ranging from 1-2 years; 4 barrels made.
Located on the upper mid-slope on the Volnay side of Pommard. Les Rugiens is considered the best vineyard in Pommard. Again a
magnificent Rugiens from Aubert. Classic in all aspects. Brilliant high-toned nose of dark fruits and herb rubbed grilled meat and earth
notes; on the palate the wine has a great attack; deep and compact ultra-ripe black fruits, leather, soil, calcaire with a silky texture; the
power and complexity continue through the finish. (93-95) JM 5 STARS

Burgundy - Cotes de Beaune
Jehan Emonin

The Jehan Emonin label is the ancestral label of the outstanding Domaine Vincent Bouzereau. The Jehan Emonin label was chosen to
honor Vincent’s Grandfather (Jehan Emonin). The Bouzereau family settled in Meursault in the 16th century. Vincent represents the
10th generation of vignorons in his family. The estate owns 10 hectares of vines spread out in the Cote de Beaune from PulignyMontrachet in the south to Aloxe-Corton in the north. The majority of the parcels are located around the village of Meursault. The estate
uses sustainable farming to encourage microbial life. The vines are Guyot pruned and the aim is not to manage yield by hectoliter per
hectare but rather limit the number of shoots and bunches per stock to have a good air-flow in the canopy. Disbudding is the carried out
as well. Grapes are picked by hand only when phenolic maturity has-been achieved. The wine-making is traditional, using only
indigenous yeast. The aging of white wines goes from 12 to 18 months. Pinot Noir wines are aged from 16 to 18 months before bottling.
The use of new oak is judicious here with the village and Premier Cru wines aged in 25%-30% new oak, and no more than 50% on
Grand Cru. These are wines of pure class and balance.
Size: 10 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay

Vinification: Stainless, Barrel
Aligoté 2018: Sourced from vineyards around Meursault; 100% stainless steel; 70+ year old vines. Outstanding fresh mineral driven
nose with green apple and floral notes; in the mouth the wine has nice attack orchard fruits, lemon, calcaire minerality & soft notes of
herbs; very balanced and good length on the finish.
Meursault 2018: Sourced from 10 parcels; 100% barrel fermented and aged, 25% new oak. Restrained nose presenting focused calcaire
and orchard fruits with hints of toasty oak; very clean and focused citrus and orchard fruits, smoke, almond and calcaire through the
mid-palate; nice tension & balance; the finish is clean, fruit driven with good length.
Meursault “Narvaux” 2018: The famous and sought-after vineyard of Narvaux sits high on the hill above 1er Poruzots; 1 parcel planted
in 1971; planted in almost pure calcaire the wine often acts more like Puligny than Meursault; 100% barrel fermented and aged, 25%
new oak. This is Rockstar wine!!!; Beautiful perfumed nose of sweet peach, yellow plum & flowers with hints of brioche; rich, fat and
ripe on the palate; great weight and density; lovely tension; tangerine, sweet vanilla & toasty oak; the fruit continues through the extralong finish with perfect calcaire tension. This is extraordinary village level Meursault!
Chassagne Montrachet 2018: 100% barrel fermented and aged, 3 barrels produced 33% new oak; full fruity nose of pear, lemon and
yellow plums with light floral and smoke aspects. Ripe and round in the mouth, candied orchard fruits, toasty oak, smoke light mineral
tension; a very delicious, balanced wine. The finish remains on the fruit with slight chalky minerality.
Puligny Montrachet 2018 100% barrel fermented and aged, 25% new oak; 5 barrel production. The Puligny vineyards are located on
the top of the slope above Folatieres; Perfumed nose of peach blossom, Gardena, calcaire and gun metal; the density of fruit is profound
on the palate; uber-compact; weighty, muscular fresh picked sweet peach-apricot fruits, with only slight hints of oak; long extended
finish. Truly a beautiful wine with perfectly balanced.
Meursault 1er “Poruzots” 2017: A perfectly situated mid slope vineyard with deep calcaire soils; 100% barrel fermented and aged,
33% new oak; 2 parcels both over 70 years old; 6 barrels produced. WOW! The nose is incredibly complex pear, apricot, fresh corn,
creamy notes, smoke, chalk, straw…on and on; great attack, lots of calcaire tension, muscle with an almost sweet core of yellow fruits,
purposeful; the finish lasts well over a minute focusing on smoke, minerality and oak nuances. Great!
Meursault 1er “Goutte d’Or” 2017: Located on the southern side of Meursault next to Poruzots with deep calcaire soils; 100% barrel
fermented and aged, 4 barrels made, 33% new oak. This is a bold wine throughout. Powerful perfumed nose of ripe apricots and peaches,
white flowers, toasty oak and vanilla; perfectly balanced in the mouth, heaps of fruit, sweet corn, compact mineral focus through the
extended silky finish; pure luxury.
Meursault 1er “Goutte d’Or” 2018: Located on the southern side of Meursault next to Poruzots with deep calcaire soils; 100% barrel
fermented and aged, 4 barrels made, 33% new oak. The nose is very forward with apricot jam, brioche, luxurious oak and lemon aromas.
The mid-palate is loaded with cooked peaches, vanilla and spicy oak braced with light chalky soil notes; really fruity, lush finish
continues through the finish that makes this wine very enjoyable now.
Puligny Montrachet “Folatieres” 2018: 100% barrel fermented and aged, 1/3 new oak (3 barrels produced). 1 parcel planted in 1950;
Folatieres is always considered among the great 1er Cru’s in Puligny; Superstar wine! Bright pointed nose with lemon-lime zest; ubercompact on the palate, razor’s edge type of focus-tension, gun metal, calcaire and extreme spice notes; ripe apple and candied lemon;
powerful and extremely long finish.
Corton Grand Cru “Fietres” Blanc 2018: Situated directly above the village of Aloxe this is a very rare wine as 90% of the vineyard
is planted in Pinot Noir; 1 parcel plated in 1989; 100% barrel fermented and aged, (4 barrels made) 50% new oak then 1 year old barrels.
This is pure power from beginning to end; intense and perfumed nose of baked yellow apples, wildflowers & smoke; Super compact
and focused mid-palate, muscular wine with spicy and toasty notes interwoven with fresh orchard fruits and roasted sweet corn.
Outstanding!

Quentin Jeannot

These are the wines of Domaine Philippe & Valerie Jeannot which was started in 1999. Young Quentin Jeannot took over management
of the 10 hectare property in 2013 and represents the second generation of vignerons in the family. They are based in Chalon-sur-Saône
in the northern section of the Cotes de Chalonaisse but their vineyard holdings are just up the road in the Cote de Beaune and include
Santenay, Pommard, Chassagne, Meursault and Maranges. The Maranges vineyards are especially exciting wines and where we have
made our first purchases. The Maranges vineyards average 60+ years old and have excellent southern expositions. Quentin is completely
focused on low yields to produce serious quality. The use of new oak is judicious not to overwhelm the fruit and terroir. The wines
here are among the best values I have tasted from Maranges.
Size: 10 Hectares
Soil: clay, calcaire
Grapes: Chardonnay & Pinot Noir
Vinification: Barrel
Bourgogne Rouge 2019: 100% Barrel (no new oak); Vineyards are located just outside of Santenay and planted in 1946; Nice ripe nose
of raspberry and cherry fruit with savory underbrush notes; the wine is clean and forward with juicy red fruits, forest floor and hints of
spice; very easy drinking and polished tannins; finish is on the fruit with slight calcaire mineral. Excellent value
Maranges "Vieilles Vignes" 2018: 20% new oak; rest 1-4 years old; vines average 80 years old; The nose shows black cherries with
forest floor & tree bark earthiness. On the palate the wine has a solid core of plush ripe red fruits and savory dried herbs; dense soil and
mineral drive. The wine finishes with excellent precision and freshness with hints of toasty oak but always behind the juiciness of the
fruit.
Maranges 1er Cru "La Fussière" 2017: 20% new oak; 60% 1year & 20% 2-3 year old barrels; 60 year old vines. Fussière is often
considered the best of the Maranges vineyards for its southern exposure. Brilliant dark garnet core, loads of black cherry & underbrush
in the nose. The mid-palate of the wine is compact and focused cherry and cassis fruit with structured mineral notes and lots of savory
components that follow through to the extended finish. This is an excellent example of how good Maranges can be.

Domaine Guillemard-Clerc

Domaine Guillemard-Clerc is owned by Corinne Guillemard-Clerc. She is the 3rd generation of grape growers on the Guillemard side.
Corinne created her domaine in 2003 and is the first to make the vinification and bottle under the family name. Finding any volume is
difficult here as the domaine only owns 10 hectares divided between 15 appellations & 17 parcels; the majority is in Puligny and Beaune.
The grapes are hand harvested, sorted and go directly from the press into barrel for alcoholic fermentation. The wines here show class
and precision. Misa Imports is lucky enough to be working with the Bourgogne Blanc “Les Parties”. This is a wine that drinks like baby
Puligny Montrachet.

Size: 10 Hectares
Soil: Clay-Limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Chardonnay
Vinification: alcoholic and malolactic fermentation in barrel
Bourgogne Blanc “Les Parties” 2019: 100% barrel; 1 new barrel; rest 1-3 year old; 300cs made “Les Parties” is a great vineyard
located within the village of Puligny and touches “Les Houlieres” (Puligny Village). Super fruity and forward nose; apples and peaches;
lush and powerful on the palate with lots of calcaire attack and complex spice and oak elements; excellent length. Spectacular value.

Puligny-Montrachet “Les Meix” 2019: 3 barrels made; 1-3yr old barrels. Les Meix is directly below 1er Cru Les Pucelles. Lovely
pointed nose of flowers, sweet oak, tropical fruit, wet stones and citrus peel. Sweet, round mouthfeel with a creamier texture, focused
crisp orchard fruits and calcaire minerality through the finish which gives nice balance to the finish.
Puligny Montrachet “Enseignières” 2019: 4 barrels made; 25% new. Enseignières is located directly below the Grand Cru of
Bienvenues Batard Montrachet. A Tour de Force for village level Puligny. Classic Puligny nose of wet calcaire, smoke, white flowers
and orchard fruit blossoms. On the palate the wine is compact and tightly woven; lots of sweet stone fruit, sexy toasty oak with a firm
attack, wonderful length that finished back on calcaire and nerve. This will reward the patient.
Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru "Les Folatières" 2018: 3 barrels made; 50% new oak. Profound wine; Ripe peach-apricot, brioche &
lemon peel perfume here; very compact and dense the mouth with sweet peach, vanilla and toasty oak. Pure calcaire minerality tightens
everything up on the finish with smoke and spicy oak influences. Outstanding!
Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru "Les Folatières" 2019: 1 barrels made; 1yr old; A joy; lush complex, ripe nose of lychee and preserved
peaches, calcaire, smoke & toasty oak; easy going and forward in the mouth; perfect balance of mineral tension and ripe fruits, spice
and oak; Super quality throughout.
Bienvenues Batard Montrachet Grand Cru 2019: 2 Barrels; 50% new oak; Super ripe nose of crème brûlée, toasty oak and smoke;
on the palate the profound compact quality worthy of a GC is very apparent; very concentrated yellow fruits and calcaire, great tension,
peach/mirabelle compote fruits, lemon peel all present themselves in layers towards the extra-long finish. Profound wine.
Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru 2019: 2 Barrels; 50% new oak; Rich powerful fruit driven nose of spicy red fruits, vanilla and toast; silky
and compact texture; loads of fruit and complex calcaire & earthy soil flavors through the finish. This is certainly a Clos de Vougeot
that lives up to its GC status which isn’t always the case. A charmer.

Domaine Henri Latour

Domaine Henri Latour is a 15 hectare estate owned and managed by brothers, Francois and Sylvan Latour, in Auxey-Duresses. They
represent the 7th generation of growers. The vineyards are farmed sustainably and Guyot trained with debudding in the spring. The fruit
is hand harvested and sorted in the vineyard and again when it arrives at the domaine via a sorting table. Alcoholic fermentation for
whites is done in barrel as is the malolactic fermentation for reds. This estate represents fantastic values from top to bottom. Within
their holdings in a lovely 1.3 hectare, single vineyard in Saint Romain which shouldn’t be missed.
Size: 15 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Chardonnay & Pinot Noir
Vinification: Barrel
Saint Romain Blanc “Le Jarron” 2018: 40 year average vines; 100% barrel; 20% new oak for 11 months. A beautiful finesse nose of
white flowers, lemon peel and smoky calcaire; nice attack in the mouth, chalky mineral wraps around citrus fruit; On the finish you get
orange skin oil and hints of oak.
Bourgogne Hautes Cotes de Beaune Rouge 2018: 100% barrel (2-4 years / 10months); 50 year average vines; Grown at 350m with
western exposition; red currant and cherry fruit, savory herbs, slight note of straw in the nose. Lots of fruit on the palate, cherry and
currant, tree bark flavors fashioned in a easy, bright, fresh wine; good+ length with soil complexity on the finish.
A real overachiever! –Best vintage of this wine I have tasted. 91WE
Auxey-Duresses 1er Cru “La Chapelle” 2018: Chapelle is a luit-die within the 1er Cru of “Reugne”; replanted in 1989; 100% Barrel;
10% new for 12 months. Ripe lively nose of wildflowers, brown herbs and bright red fruits. There is excellent weight and texture in
the mouth, ripe red cherry, spicy mid-palate with outstanding balance, hints of toast and yellow straw on the finish. This wine represents
a great value!

Domaine Poulleau Père & Fils

Domaine Poulleau is a lovely 7.3 hectare domaine located in Volnay. The domaine was created by Michel Poulleau in 1950 and today
is diligently managed by Michel’s son Thierry Poulleau and his wife Florence; 1983 was Thierry’s first vintage. The domaine has
ownership in 7 appellations and produces 93% red wines mostly in Volnay but include Bourgogne, Beaune, Chorey, Aloxe & Corton
Charlemagne. These grapes are 100% hand harvested with a severe triage before fermentation and represent classic terroir and fruit
focused wines. Thierry is very judicious with his use of oak, always respecting the individuality of the parcel’s terroir.
Size: 7.3 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
Vinification: Barrel
Bourgogne Rouge 2018: Sourced from the villages of Volnay & Beaune; average vine age of 28; aged in 2-5 year old barrels. Clean,
fresh and ripe with hints of sweetness in the aromatic nose; lots of cherry and raspberry in the mouth, tea and forest floor flavors in a
crisp format; nice structured calcaire on the finish.
Beaune “Les Prevolles” Rouge 2017: 100% barrel with 25% new oak; Very complex and ripe nose of blackberry and forest floor.
There are lots of savory herb flavors intermingled with ripe dark fruits, hints of toasty oak and underbrush on the palate that continue
through the finish. This wine has tremendous complexity and depth for its appellation with a very long and savory finish.
Beaune “Les Prevolles” Rouge 2018: 100% barrel with 25% new oak; There is a sweet, ripe cherry fruited nose with hints of roasted
meat and sweet oak; round, plump and velvety texture in the mouth with great concentration, savory dried herbs, berry compote and
slight minerality; the finish is lifted by the more obvious calcaire and a hint of licorice. Outstanding! 90WE
Volnay “Le Vertueux” Rouge 2018: 100% 1 year old barrel; 3 barrels made. (1 barrel Le Grand Champs 1er Cru- 2 barrels Volnay).
Very dark color for Volnay; ripe fresh blackberry nose with slight toasty oak. In the mouth this is sappy ripe, very juicy but with
excellent muscular structure, velvety texture; ripe dark fruits continue on the finish with complex spice and sweet oak notes.
Outstanding! 90WE
Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru Blanc 2018: 100% new oak; this wine comes from 1 parcel (.5 hectare) with full Southern exposure.
Lovely pointed nose full of orchard fruits, lemon peel, white flowers, smoke and vanilla that capture your attention in the nose. This is
a super compact wine in the mouth that has very nice weight with succulent yellow fruits and complexity that linger for close to 1
minute.

Domaine Georges Glantenay

Domaine Georges Glantenay was founded in 1893 in Volnay by Pierre Glantenay. Today the estate is managed by the 6th generation
Guillaume and Sarah Glantenay. There are 9 hectares of vines, conducted in sustainable agriculture, with the greatest respect for the
terroir. Every day they focus on maintaining and beautifying the family's heritage. With the greatest care the vineyards are managed
plant by plant to produce wines whose personality reflects the authenticity of the Burgundy terroir. The harvest is entirely manual, and
the rigorous selection: the grapes are sorted first in the vineyard and then a second time when they arrive in the vats using a vibrating
sorting table. All our wines are vinified in stainless steel vats then aged in French oak for 10 to 18 months depending on the appellation.
The winery was completely renovated in 2014.
Size: 9 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir
Vinification: Barrel
Volnay Rouge 2018: Sourced from 11 parcels; 1.2 Hectares; 20-80 year old vines; 100% barrel with 20% new oak for 15 months; very
fruity nose of dark fruits and savory underbrush; very fine silky texture with loads of cassis, complex soil flavors, anise and slight toasty
oak notes; the finish is very savory, polished; toasty but always on the fruit.
Volnay Rouge “Vieilles Vignes” 2018: Sourced from 3 parcels all on the lower slope; 60+ years old; 20% new oak for 15 months;
Sappy black fruited nose with tree bark, rose and savory underbrush; On the palate this wine attacks with lots of power, ripe polished
tannins (velvet and plush); great weight; ripe blackberry and black cherry, earthy complex; the finish is dominated with fruit and toasty
oak as well as an interesting minty quality. Huge Overachiever! 93WE
Volnay 1er “Le Ronceret” 2018: 0.3 Hectare; 65 year old vines; 100% barrel aged, 30% whole-cluster fermentation; 33% new oak for
16 months; 7 barrel production. A high toned perfumed nose of roses, ripe raspberry and savory spices; the palate is very complex
showing a sweet core of red fruits, brown herbs, smoky calcaire and earth; fine polished tannins; excellent and elegant finish showing
lots of soli complexity and well integrated oak. 93WE
Volnay 1er “Les Brouillards” 2018: 1 Hectare; 55-80 year old vines located on the lower slope on the Pommard border (below
Fremiets); 100% barrel aged, 30% whole-cluster fermentation; 33% new oak for 16 months. Ripe blackberry and cherry fruit, roasted
meat, forest floor present themselves on the nose; Super attack with lots of power; dark fruit compote, tree bark, very savory and spicy
with lots of calcaire driven earth qualities; very compact and good tension; the finish showcases the earthiness aspects of the wine and
is excellently complex and long. 94WE
Pommard 1er “Le Rugiens-Haut” 2017: 0.275 Hectare; 65 year old vines; Rugiens is considered the “Grand Cru” of Pommard located
mid-slope on the Volnay side of the village; 100% barrel aged, 30% whole-cluster fermentation; 80% new oak for 15 months. Powerful
and perfumed toasty nose of black fruits including plum, lots of earth as well. This is a dense, compact wine in the mouth, meaty, leather
hints, lots of soil complexity. The finish is incredibly long and complex; exotic spices, anise and spicy oak emerge here.
Pommard 1er “Le Rugiens-Haut” 2018: 0.275 Hectare; 65 year old vines; Rugiens is considered the “Grand Cru” of Pommard located
mid-slope on the Volnay side of the village; 100% barrel aged, 30% whole-cluster fermentation; 80% new oak for 15 months. Beautiful
ripe nose of ultra-ripe cassis, tanned leather and clay soil; plush and weighty on the palate; flashy, round core of fruit; serious depth and
complex savory herbs, tons of earthiness and black fruit compote, great tension and excellent length on the finish. (91-93)BH

Marcelle de Changey

These are the wines of Domaine Jean Fery. Marcelle de Changey is Jean Fery’s Grandmother. Winemaking dates back in the Fery
family to the mid 1800’s. Today the domaine is owned by Jean-Louis Fery who represents the 5th generation. The winemaking and
vineyard management is overseen by Laurence Danel who gained her experience at Bouchard and Faiveley. She makes wines that allow
the terroir to be expressed and never lack fruit. The domaine started conversion to organic growing in 1994. The estate owns 10 hectares
spread amongst 21 appellations from Puligny Montrachet to Gevrey Chambertin. The wines here are pure with judicious use of new oak
and express the unique qualities of the terroir.
Size: 10 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
Vinification: Barrel
Puligny Montrachet “Les Nosroyes” 2018: 70% new oak; from the Nosroyes vineyard which is located just below “Les Perrieres” 1er
Cru. This section of Puligny has a more southern exposition than most of Puligny which allows for a bit more ripeness. Ripe rounded
nose of peaches, golden apples & limestone frames in luxurious toasty oak; very compact in the mouth where calcaire drives the fresh
yellow fruits and spicy oak; nice weight, tension and complexity; the finish is agin focused on ripe fruit with a clean calcaire edge.
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru "Abbaye de Morgeot" 2018: 100% barrel fermented and aged, 80% new oak; 7 barrel production.
Abbaye de Morgeot is the heart and origin of the Morgeot premier cru; center slope, with lots of calcaire. This wine has a rich nose of
candied yellow fruits and flowers with pretty toasty vanilla & oak nuances. On the palate the wine has excellent weight and density;
very lush polished texture; sweet peach and apricot fruit, fresh corn and balanced with minerality. Toasty vanilla nuances with spicy
oak at the end.
Vosne-Romanée “Aux Reas” 2018: 100% barrel fermented and aged, 50% new oak / 50% 1 year old; 6 barrel production. Aux Reas
sits next to the 1er Cru of Clos de Reas, just below 1er Chaumes and Grand Cru La Tache. A classic Vosne nose with complex tea and
soil note framed by dark fruits; a deep soil component on the palate; very savory cherry-raspberry compote with touches of oak; the
finish is purposeful and very complex again leaning toward soil and savory qualities.
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru “En Orveaux” 2018: 50% new oak / 50% 1 year old; 2 barrel production. “En Orveaux 1er Cru” is situated
at the top of the slope on the Chambolle border. It is located behind Clos Vougeot in the commune of Flagey-Echezeaux but carries the
Vosne appellation. This is a wine of precision; complex spice with red and blue fruits in the nose; On the palate ample savory qualities,
clean and fresh red fruits and balanced, firm calcaire tension; the finish is round and savory; a delightful wine. Very limited
Vougeot 1er “Les Cras” 2018: 100% barrel fermented and aged, 50% new oak; 2 barrel production. Les Cras 1er is center slope
adjacent to Clos Vougeot Grand Cru. This is the most difficult appellation to source village or 1er Cru from. An exotic nose of spice,
dark fruit confit, smoked herbs & soil; in the mouth the wine is perfectly balanced and very savory; soil, toasty oak spice is abundant
but always behind the wild berry compote of fruit. The finish brings lift and elegance to the wine focusing on brown savory herbs,
calcaire, anise and hints of cedar.

Domaine Gerard-Seguin

The domaine can trace its roots back to the mid 1800’s where Alexis Seguin was a winemaker in Gevrey Chambertin as well as an
expert in grafting vines. The phylloxera crisis allowed him to showcase his talents and was one of the first and certainly a pioneer in
Burgundy grafting the vines to American rootstock to fight the disease. Numerous awards for grafting vines were attributed to Alexis in
the late 1800’s. Today this small family domaine owns 6.5 hectares, 4.5 are in Gevrey and Gevrey 1er Cru vineyards. The remaining
sites are spread between Chambolle, Fixin and Marsannay. The wines made here show breed and class. There is a reason for such a high
concentration of Grand Cru and Premier Cru vineyards in and around the borders of Gevrey. The grapes go through a few days of cold
maceration and fermented with natural yeast. The use of new oak is slight to preserve the authenticity of the individual parcel’s terroir.
Size: 6.5 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir
Vinification: Stainless, Barrel
Bourgogne Rouge “Cuvee Gerard” 2016: Bourgogne Rouge “Cuvee Gerard” 2016: 100% Barrel; 1-3 year old. Sourced from
Gevrey-Chambertin. This is the more structured Bourgogne made at the estate. Roses, cherry and soil notes in the nose; the palate is
very compact with loads of dark fruit and soil/underbrush components through the finish.
Bourgogne Rouge “Cuvee Chantal” 2018: 100% Barrel; 1-3 year old; sourced from around Chambolle-Musigny. Wonderful dark
ruby color; ripe cherry and savory dried herbs and soil aromas; the texture here is lush with loads of primary cherry, earth and spicy
oak; the finish is extra-long with hints of leather emerging. Super value (very limited)
Fixin “La Place” 2018: 100% barrel (30% new oak); Fixin is a very small appellation located just north of Gevrey; produced from
vineyards planted in the mid 1980’s and located on the Route des Grand Cru; Very dark color; raspberry, black cherry, tree bark and
soil are present in the nose; very stylish with a silky texture, complex and deep red berry fruit, sour cherry & soil flavors on the palate
finishing with clean red fruits. Always one of the best PN values in the portfolio.
Marsannay “En Batayart” 2018: 100% barrel (30% new oak); this is the best vtg I have tasted here; completely engaging nose of ripe
cherry fruit, toasty vanilla oak with lots of savory character; on the palate the wine is super-plush with sweet ripe cherry and blackberry
fruit, tons of savory and earthy soil complexity with an extended finish. Super value!
Gevrey Chambertin “La Justice” 2017: 100% barrel (40% new oak). La Justice sits on the lower slope of Gevrey and Seguin’s
vineyards average about 45 years; High-toned, spicy & red fruited nose including pomegranate and cranberry; very polished, savory
underbrush soil flavors in the mouth, tree bark, black cherry, cedar and exotic spices; The finish is elegant balanced with very good
length and freshness.
Gevrey Chambertin “Terroir du Domaine” 2017: 100% barrel (40% new oak); Sourced from various parcels located around the
domaine on the Morey St Denis side of Gevrey; Wonderful aromatics of black cherry, cassis, toasty oak and spice; great power in the
mouth, compact and dense primarily red cherry fruit, smoky herbs and spicy oak nuances; lots of power and drive through the finish
with polished refinement.
Chambolle-Musigny “Derriere la Four” 2017: various parcels; 100% barrel (40% new oak). Savory nose of spice, roses, red fruits,
toasty oak, earthiness; On the palate the wine shows nice structure and skin tannins with nice red fruits and lots of complex spiciness
& toast; The finish has nice length with silky tannins.
Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru “Craipillot” 2017: 100% barrel (40% new oak). This vineyard is situated just above the Grand Cru
vineyards. This is a showstopper! Incredibly seductive nose of lush raspberry and cherry compote, dark spices, complex earth note and
oak spice; there is a powerful sweet, ripe, round fruited core here with lots soil complexity and brilliant sweet oak that brings a true
luxury feel to this wine; great weight, balance and density, Brilliant.
Gevrey Chambertin “Les Crais” 2018: 100% barrel (40% new oak). 70-year-old vines. This vineyard is located on the lower slope
of Gevrey next to “La Justice”. For me this was the top Gevrey made in 2018 and bought as much as possible. Great color; powerful
and intense nose of black fruits, exotic spice, tanned leather and sweet oak; jam-packed with fruit on the palate, lush and velvety, rose
petal, and tea leaf flavors add to the complexity; the finish is direct and clean, always on the fruit.

Chambolle-Musigny “Derriere la Four” 2018: 100% barrel (40% new oak). Soft and savory sauvage nose of spice, red cherry fruit,
tree bark, brown pine cone & leather; on the palate the wine is polished and round with great balance, forest floor and lots of dark, ripe
bramble fruit with an very interesting clean, fresh herbal note; really clean finish without any oak showing.
Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru “Craipillot” 2018: 100% barrel (40% new oak). This vineyard is situated just above the Grand Cru
vineyards. GREAT WINE!!!; powerful savory compote of cassis and cherry, tea leaf & leather on the nose; a very muscular’ highenergy wine on the palate; thick and plush with a sweet fruity core; calcaire and soil emerge on the finish; great density and complexity.
One for the cellar.
Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru “Lavaux St. Jacques” 2018: 100% barrel (50% new oak). This vineyard is situated at the top of the
hill, planted in deep calcaire. Bravo This wine is always amazing, A super complex spicy nose with red fruits, earth, mineral-driven and
floral aromatics; velvety texture; great concentration and attack in the mouth, dense red fruits, savory smoky herbs, calcaire, cedar and
exotic spices, lots of muscle yet sweet and polished; the finish is a continuation of the palate with light notes of toasty oak; fresh and
balanced.

Victor Fagon

The Victor Fagon label is our exclusive label for the outstanding wines of Maison Bertrand Amboise. These wines are among the most
concentrated and boldest expressions of Pinot Noir & Chardonnay available in the Cote d’Or today and have been recognized as one of
the premier NSG producers since the early 90’s. The domaine dates back to the late 18th century. Bertrand took control of the estate in
1988 after the death of Martin’s (Bertrand’s wife) father and has never looked back. Today Bertrand’s Son, Francois, manages the
vineyards (w/Bertrand) & daughter, Ludivine, manages the commercial aspects of the domaine; allowing Bertrand to concentrate on the
winemaking. Low yields and ripe skins allow for long, slow fermentations on the skins, sometimes 3+ weeks which is why these wines
have more color than most. All cuvees are 100% destemmed. The name on the label represents Francois’s son “Victor” and “GuyCrescent Fagon”, doctor to Louis XIV and important benefactor to the wines of Nuits Saint Georges. The 21 hectare domaine spread
amongst 20 appellations is located in Premeaux-Prissey (the southern side of Nuits Saint Georges) and has been certified organic
(Ecocert) since 2013.
Size: 21 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
Vinification: Barrel, Foudré

Saint Romain Blanc 2018: 100% barrel; 40% new oak; A generous nose of minerality, spicy oak, lemon zest, white flowers and with
wet stones; the mineral is the focus but there is plenty of density and weight here; ripe apricot and apple fruit, spicy oak and lemon; nice
tension, weight & length here.
Ladoix 1er Cru "Les Grechons" 2018: 100% new oak; Average 40 year old vines; Les Grechons is located on the top of the Ladoix
slope (hillside of Corton) with a great SE exposition. A beautiful nose of ripe orchard fruit bordering on tropical, white flowers, toasty
oak and calcaire; extremely luxurious on the palate fruit leans towards peaches and apricots, sweet vanilla, brioche then a seamless
transition to calcaire and sweet oak on the finish. Drinks like Grand Cru
Nuits Saint Georges Blanc 1er Cru "Terres Blanches" 2018: 100% new oak; Average 45 year old vines; Located at the top of the
Premeaux slope above “le Porets” 1er Cru. Grown in almost pure calcaire; very little top soil; The nose here is very tropical and
enticing; toasty oak and profound calcaire aromas; Super compact with great tension, succulent juicy peach and yellow plum flavors
intertwined with great minerality and smoke; the finish here is luscious and long, tons of fruit then a wonderful calcaire sear with toasty
oak. Very Limited
Bourgogne Rouge 2018: 100% Barrel; 1-3 year old; Average 50 year old vines sourced from Premeaux-Prissey (NSG). Black in color
with upfront, powerful black cherry fruit in the nose; this is a structured wine on the palate with loads of dark fruit, ripe tannins, savory
soil, smoky herbs and slight oak spice; the finish is fruit driven with tons of savory spices.
Cotes de Nuits Villages 2017: 40% new oak (400L); Average 55 year old vines from Premeaux just below 1er Cru’s Clos d’Arlot &
Clos de la Marechale. This is always a major overachiever! Black in color with a black cherry, blackberry, cassis, roasted coffee, earthy

nose; dense, jammy ripe black fruits, spicy oak, earth & lots of calcaire freshness and structure on the palate; the finish continues with
the fruit but has plenty of mineral, underbrush and spicy-toasty oak that adds complexity.
Cotes de Nuits Villages 2018 40% new oak (400L); Average 55 year old vines from Premeaux just below 1er Cru’s Clos d’Arlot &
Clos de la Marechale. This is always a major overachiever! Very dark color, the nose is focused on savory spices and include tanned
leather & straw; Super ripe red fruits on the palate, especially red currant and raspberry a sauvage savory compote feel; excellent calcaire
freshness and structure; the finish harkens back to the nose with savory brown herbs and soil flavors. Excellent
Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru "En Rue de Chaux" 2016: 100% Barrel; 75% new oak; En Rue de Chaux is situated mid slope just
behind NSG at the northern end of the Premeaux side. The vines here average 60 years old. Again just a baby and very primary today;
big powerful black fruited nose with lively amounts of smoked herbs and clay soil notes. In the mouth the wine is huge with deep soil
complexity and loads of structure. There is great tension through the finish with plenty of fruit.
Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru "En Rue de Chaux" 2017: 100% Barrel; 75% new oak; En Rue de Chaux is situated mid slope just
behind NSG at the northern end of the Premeaux side. The vines here average 60 years old; very forward nose or lush dark fruits and
earth, hints of smoked herbs, spicy oak and clay soil notes. In the mouth the wine is massive with sweet, luscious dark fruits, deep soil
complexity and nice structure; good tension and minerality through the finish with plenty of fruit.
Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru "Les Vaucrains” 2017: 100% Barrel; 75% new oak; Vaucrains is located just above 1er Les Saint
Georges. The vines here average 50 years old; intense black cherry and blackberry aromas with lots of earth, smoky herbs, spicy oak
and soil notes. In the mouth this is a gigantic wine, well-structured and packed with jammy dark fruits, calcaire tension, and spicy oak;
very dense, satin-textured, pure, and delineated; impressively long finish.
Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru "Les Vaucrains” 2018: 100% Barrel; 75% new oak; Vaucrains is located just above 1er Les Saint
Georges. The vines here average 50 years old; Vibrant nose of ripe raspberries and toasty oak with a touch of smoky limestone; very
compact and primary with a big, juicy sweet core of red fruits, earth and savory components; very powerful and complex, really nice
calcaire tension, spicy oak & sweet, clean red fruits on the finish.
Corton "Le Rognets" Grand Cru 2018: 100% Barrel; 100% new oak; Average 45 year old vines; This is often recognized among the
best of the Corton Grand Crus made. Very ripe dark fruits, leather, earth and toasty oak on the nose; gigantic sappy fruit and weight on
the palate; straw, leather, underbrush, sweet oak, grilled meats wrapped in savory herbs; the finish is fruit focused and dense; calcaire
braces the opulence and creates freshness that begs for another sip. Outstanding

Start here
Vincent de Saint-Denis

Vincent de Saint-Denis is the secondary label of the excellent and sought after Domaine des Beaumont. The 5.5 hectare estate comprised
of 28 plots is located in Morey Saint-Denis and owned by Thierry & Vincent Beaumont (7th generation). All of the vineyards are located
in Morey, Chambolle & Gevrey. The vineyard management and vinification is meticulously handled by Thierry while Vincent
concentrates on the commerce. These are wines of with class and depth, always presenting upfront fruit, soil, tannin & oak in a very
balanced fashion. All the fruit is 100% destemmed and vinification takes place in concrete tanks and all the wines are raised in barrel.
Bourgogne and village wines see 1/3 new oak for 12 months on average while 1er Cru and Grand Cru see 2/3 new oak for 14 months.
Size: 5.5 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
Vinification: stainless steel, Barrel

Chambolle-Musigny “Les Chardannes” 2017: 100% Barrel; 1 parcel, planted in 1969; 1/3 new oak; Toasty, smoky nose with compote
of blackberry and herbs; silky texture, ripe and focused, excellent weight and density, intense spice as you reach the finish. Lots of
chalky soil notes on the extended finish.
Morey Saint–Denis 2016: 100% Barrel; 1/3 new oak; planted in 2004; the nose here is straightforward with lush black fruits and toasty
oak. Powerful, compact and dense middle with firm bright black cherry fruit and soil components; lots of freshness through the focused
and mineral driven finish. Serious cellar candidate.
Morey Saint–Denis 2017: 100% Barrel; 1/3 new oak; 3 parcels (average age 53 years old); Bright red fruits and savory aspects in the
nose. This wine is to the point and a pleasure bomb; exotic spice, vanilla, spicy oak, lush ripe red fruits, excellent freshness due to the
calcaire influence and a nice smoke tinged finish.
Morey Saint–Denis 1er Cru “Millandes” 2017: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; 2 parcels (planted in 1929 & 1960); Incredibly intriguing
nose almost cherry liqueur aromas; complex earthy notes, tanned leather and toasty oak. On the palate this wine is very complex with
a sappy dark fruited core, lush and complex in the mouth, lots of soil components, the finish has lift as the calcaire comes out, great
length. Outstanding!
Morey Saint–Denis 1er Cru “Clos des Ormes” 2017: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; Brilliant, round, plush nose of strawberries and
herbs. The mouth is pure velvet with black currant fruit with ripe tannins and weight; loaded with fruit and underbrush flavors, very
direct and super enjoyable. The finish has tension with the calcaire freshness reemerging. This is Pinot for the people!!
Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes 2017: 100% Barrel; 1/3 new oak; 5 parcels, 70 year average; Big ripe red berry nose, cocoa and
vanilla oak in the nose. On the palate the wine is super savory, lush with perfect polish; very sexy and complex, lots of soil flavors and
an extended finish. Excellent!
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru “Cherbaudes” 2016: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; neighboring vineyard to Grand Cru Mazis-Chambertin
& Clos de Bèze; Expressive nose of candied red fruits, grilled meat and toast oak; the mouth is very powerful, compact and refined with
loads black fruit, spice, forest floor and anise flavors. The finish is a continuation of the mouth emphasizing the spice aspects and toasty,
vanilla oak but always behind the fruit.
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru “Cherbaudes” 2017: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; 1 parcel-planted in 1959; neighboring vineyard to
Grand Cru Mazis-Chambertin & Clos de Bèze; Very powerful dark fruited nose with a woodsy, exotic spice nose. The wine is huge in
the mouth, very powerful and concentrated black fruits, spice, forest floor and anise flavors. The finish is more lifted with calcaire and
spicy oak being the focus. Outstanding!
Morey Saint–Denis “Clos Saint-Denis” Grand Cru 2017: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; Dark fruits, complex, savory potpourri of exotic
spices and rose petal; plush and ripe red fruits and spicy oak, outstanding polish, super primary right now. The finish is loaded with fruit
but you feel the density and tension from the calcaire. Outstanding
Morey Saint–Denis “Clos de la Roche” Grand Cru 2017: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; very dark color with roasted coffe and spicy
oak, black currant, exotic spice, violet and underbrush in the nose; great depth and richness in the mouth, spice and calcaire are
interwoven throughout the fruit of the wine. This wine is elegant, lush and generous. Great length and tension on the finish; should hold
well for 20 years+.
Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru 2016: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; very dark garnet with ripe black cherry, anise, violet and toast
vanilla oak in the nose; very fat and lush middle here that has lots of forward black currant and tree bark flavors with great tension from
the soil. The finish is fruity but with lots of spicy character and calcaire complexity. A great wine!
Gevrey-Chambertin “Charmes-Chambertin” Grand Cru 2017: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; 1 parcel planted in 1962; Profound exotic
spicy nose; lush, sappy blackberry and cherry core with mushroom, tree bark and oak flavors; outstanding density with great tension
and complexity.
Clos Saint-Denis Grand Cru 2016: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; very dark color with powerful dark fruits, tree bark, red flowers and
exotic spices. Compact black cherry, calcaire and spicy oak dominate the palate; weighty and very classy complexity that include hints
of straw and grilled meat. The finish is loaded with fruit but you feel the density and tension from the calcaire soil notes that scream
Grand Cru.
Clos de la Roche Grand Cru 2016: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; very dark color with lifted black cherry and cassis fruit, tons of spice,
soil and underbrush in the nose. Super tension on the palate; calcaire and soil are very apparent but behind the fresh dark fruits and
toasty oak notes. The finish here is outstanding and very complex with serious calcaire drive.

Morey Saint–Denis Blanc 2018: 100% Barrel; 1/3 new oak; planted in 2004; Sexy, exotic nose with pear fruit, tropical hints, toast and
vanilla notes. It presents a rich mouth feel loaded with fruit and lots of pear skins with other orchard fruits; lots of power with a lush
finish and great length; pure luxury.
Morey Saint–Denis 2018: 100% Barrel; 1/3 new oak; planted in 2004; big, juicy, intensely fruity nose with sweet oak; lush and thick
on the palate , very clean purple fruits, nice tension and mineral drive, a nice confit skin quality; very deep and complex through the
finish.
Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes 2018: 100% Barrel; 1/3 new oak; planted in 1952; Very dark color with high toned red fruits and
spicy oak. In the mouth the wine is round and ripe black cherry and cassis fruit with lots of refinement; silky texture; grilled meat, forest
floor and calcaire focus; compact and focused. Toasty oak emerges on the finish.
Morey Saint–Denis 1er Cru “Millandes” 2018: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; 2 parcels 90 & 60 year old averages; Pretty dark fruits
with lots of spice and roasted coffee notes in the nose. Incredibly lush, weighty and complex in the mouth, grilled meat, savory spice
and a sweet candied core, lovely rustic flavors. The finish is spicy with underbrush, toasty oak and black currant fruit in in silky format.
This is great, drinks like Grand Cru.
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru “Cherbaudes” 2018: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; neighboring vineyard to Grand Cru Mazis-Chambertin
& Clos de Bèze; Just a baby now with an elegant, mineral-driven and violet bouquet that will take time to unfold. The palate is vibrant
with lovely, pure blackberry and raspberry fruit, fine tension, polished tannins with impressive weight. The finish is linear and screams
soil. 20-year wine.
Gevrey-Chambertin “Charmes-Chambertin” Grand Cru 2018: 100% Barrel; 2/3 new oak; very dark garnet with ripe blackberry
and cassis; toasty vanilla sweet oak with Asian spices; velvety, round texture, very deep complex soil components, tons of dark fruit
and savory qualities; super tension and minerality freshening up the wine on the finish. No wasted space. Great

Domaine Francois Confuron-Gindre

This small and excellent domaine based in the famous village of Vosne Romanee is owned and Claudine (Gindre) and Francoise
(Confuron). Francoise is the 5th generation of vigneron and he began vinifying here in 1989. They are a charming and energized couple.
Confuron-Gindre reputation is developing fast. Today the domaine has 11 hectares with about 50 different small parcels. The holdings
in the top vineyards are tiny. The wines are kept in a very cool cellar where the wines develop slowly. The Premiers and Grand Crus
have a real thickness of old vine texture. There is a miniscule amount of Premier Cru made. Taking quality and vineyard locations into
account these are really well-priced wines. About 25% of new oak is used on the village wines, up to 750% on the Premier Cru. Wines
are unfined and unfiltered. The wines here all have purpose and are classic extremely compact soil driven wines that will reward the
patient.
Size: 11 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir
Vinification: Barrel
Bourgogne Aligoté: no new oak for 18 months; 4 barrels made. Outstanding fresh golden apple, floral & mineral driven nose; round
and plush on the palate with nice drive and focus; always on the fruit; mineral tension emerges on the finish with nice chalky complexity
and sweet oak.
Bourgogne Rouge 2018: 6.5H, 20% new oak (rest 3rd use) for 18 months; 5 barrels made. Plump sweet-smelling nose with wild red
berries and a hint of toast. Red cherries, herbs and calcaire drive through the palate, lots of muscle and well-structured. Sourced from
Vosne Romanee and the north side of Nuits St Georges.

Vosne-Romanée 2018: 2H 20% new oak for 18 months; 25 barrels made. Very floral with lots of roses and tea aromas, hints of dry
straw, cherry and pan-fried beef in the nose. Savory black cassis & cheery, smoke and calcaire precision. Super dense, compact, muscular
wine. Built for distance. 90-93 JM 3 STARS

Domaine du Cellier Aux Moines

The Cistercian Monks of la Ferté Abbey, the first ‘daughter’ of Citeaux Abbey, established the domain in Givry around 1130 and owned
this property until 1789. It was acquired by the Pascal family in 2004; the historic Cellier is surrounded with the vines of the “Clos du
Cellier aux Moines”, classified as Premier Cru. The Clos du Cellier aux Moines is planted on clay-limestone soils at an altitude of 250
to 300 meters above sea level. The due south exposure of the slope enables bunches to reach optimal maturity and vines to be perfectly
aerated. The soil is worked regularly without any fertilizer or weed-killer use. The domaine prepares its own compost. Trimming is
limited to prevent the vines from stressing. Spraying with biodynamic preparations and herbal teas protects the vines. The Clos du
Cellier aux Moines is worked in small plots that are harvested and vinified separately. Picking is done by hand and grapes are placed in
small pierced crates. Yields are limited. Only perfectly healthy and ripe bunches are kept after the crop has been carefully sorted out.
In 2015, they built a four-story-winery inspired from Cistercian architecture in order to work using gravity. The domain is expanding
progressively. In addition to the 5 hectares of the Clos du Cellier aux Moines, planted with Pinot noir, it also comprises Premiers Crus,
Puligny-Montrachet les Pucelles, Chassagne-Montrachet les Chaumées, Santenay Beauregard, Montagny and a Mercurey vine called
“les Margotons”. Next to the Clos du Cellier, a very ancient 0.25 hectare clos was replanted with Pinot in poles and named: Clos Pascal.
In 2015, the Pascal family and Guillaume Marko, the technical manager of the domain, decided to move to organic farming and
biodynamics. Their goal was to let the personality of each “Climat” express itself in each wine while respecting better the environment.
In 2016, the first organic growing tests were carried out successfully. In 2017, the first biodynamic tests were conclusive. In 2018,
biodynamic conversion was extended to the entire property.
Winemaking and maturing are entirely done by gravity without any pumping. The Pinot noir grapes are put into big oak vats without
any de-stemming (in whole bunches), thorough temperature controls enabling to obtain an optimal extraction of aromas and tannins.
Delicate punching of the cap (pigeage) is carried out by foot. The use of a pneumatic press gives a gentle extraction of Chardonnay
juices. Fermentation is done exclusively with natural yeasts without any Sulphur addition. Aging is carried out in oak barrels; bottled
without filtration.
Size: 6.75 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Pinot Noir
Vinification: Barrel
Givry 1er Cru “Clos du Cellier aux Moines” 2017: 5h full South; 100% whole cluster, open wood vat, 1/3 new oak for 16 months;
Pretty blackberry and savory spices in the nose. Incredibly lush, weighty and complex in the mouth, black cherry, cassis & blackberry
fruits are the focus but with lovely layers of savory spices, hints of smoke, toasty oak and grilled meat; the core is polished and dense
with an extended finish that includes a delicious licorice component. The texture and weight exceeds the norm of the other top producers
in the appellation. This is great! 92JM 5 STARS
Clos Pascal Givry 2017 : .3h adjacent and above Clos Cellier aux Moines; 20 degree slope/full South; little top soil very rocky,
limestone base; planted at 13K plants per hectare- limited to 5 bunches per plant; trained on poles (as Cote Rotie). 100% whole cluster,
open wood vat, 50% new oak for 18 months; In my opinion the best young Givry I have ever tasted. High-toned elegant nose of roses
and exotic teas; on the palate you have a sweet core of perfectly ripened cherry and red fruits, lovely balanced spice and oak, outstanding
density and tension, limestone minerality adds muscle and direction to the seemingly never ending finish.
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru "Les Chumées” 2017: .22h; Top of the slope on the Puligny side just above Vergers; limestone
pebbles with very little top soil, basically planted in rock. about 260m elevation & eastward facing; planted in 1988; 50% new oak for
20 months; This wine has a perfumed nose of citrus and smoky calcaire; very dense on the palate with lots of attack, yellow fruits and
white flowers balanced with toasty oak and vanilla nuances; wonderful tension. The finish harkens back the rocky soil and nerve but
always on the fruit. This is a classic example of why Chardonnay from Burgundy is so celebrated. 93JM 4 STARS

Puligny Montrachet “Les Pucelles” 2017: 27h located in the Clos des Meix (heart of Pucelles) adjacent to Bienvenues Batard
Montrachet; clay-limestone soil, east exposure; planted in 1970; 50% new oak for 20 months (1/3 in 500L barrels); Classic Puligny nose
of smoky calcaire, gun metal and subtle citrus and floral aromas; a sweet core of citrus and peach/apple fruit, only slight vanilla, toast
and oak spice; great density and concentrated mid-palate; great mineral tension and smoky flavors through the extended finish.
Outstanding! 94JM 4 STARS
Santenay 1er Cru “Beauregard” 2017: .26h mid-slope on the Chassagne side; ESE exposure; planted in 1996; 50% new oak for 14
months; a beautiful forward nose full of tropical fruits and ripe golden apples; rich and lush in the mouth with complex ripe orchard
fruits, silky texture, vanilla, toasty brioche, smoky calcaire; absolutely seamless transition to the finish that is simply a gentle fading of
the perfectly balanced and comfortable mid-palate. 90JM 4 STARS
Montagny 1er Cru “Les Combes” 2018: .7h upper slope; clay-limestone pebbles; SSW exposure; replanted in 2013; 100% small oval
tanks for 16 months; lovely calcaire and dried fruits, peach blossom on the nose; great concentration & attack on the palate; clean,
vibrant citrus oils, peaches, apple with perfect tension of limestone minerality; the finish gives you a sense of elevation and calcaire
freshness which lures you back for another taste.
Mercurey Blanc “Margotons” 2018: .6h on the upper slope with NNE exposure which is important here and keeps the wine retrained
and with nerve; calcaire and marl soil; planted in 1987; Beautiful perfumed nose of baked spiced apples with slight toasty oak & vanilla.
This is a very serious wine with a powerful and concentrated middle of ripe orchard fruits. Citrus and tropical sweetness and vanilla
notes through the finish.

Chablis
Les Hauts de Milly – S&D Defaix - (Domaine produced & bottled)

Les Hauts de Milly is produced by the outstanding and well-established artisanal Chablis producer Domaine Bernard Defaix. Bernard
and Monique Defaix began with 2 hectares in 1959 and today with a lot of hard work the estate owns 27 hectares in Chablis and 6
hectares in Rully (Cote de Chalonnaise). Since the late 1990’s the domaine has been managed by Bernard and Monique’s two sons
Sylvain and Didier Defaix. Didier manages the vineyards while Sylvain is in charge of vinification and ageing. Helene Jaeger-Defaix,
wife of Didier, is the owner of the Rully vineyards and manages the commercial aspects of the domain.
The domaine is located in the village of Milly, less than 1km NW of Chablis. The domaine was certified organic in 2009 (Ecocert). The
maintenance of the soils is made by ploughing exclusively. They also use various preparations for a biodynamic approach. The wines
here are impeccably made and showcase the deep limestone soils that have made Chablis world famous.
Size: 27 Hectares in Chablis / 6 Hectares in Rully
Soil: clay, limestone (Kimmeridgian, Portlandian in Chablis) calcaire
Grapes: Chardonnay
Vinification: Stainless and Barrel
Bourgogne Blanc 2019 (Auxerre): stainless steel; vineyards are located in Auxerre (just outside Chablis). Lovely citrus and floral
nose with chalk and wet stone aromas; lots of apple fruit with good creamy richness and slight chalk and straw flavors on the finish; this
is a very easy and refreshing Chardonnay, a crowd pleaser.
Petite Chablis 2019: stainless steel; grown on the plateau of Milly on Portlandian limestone; with 2019 we are back to the classic
precision nose of chalky minerals and lemon. The mid-palate present’s bright lemon drenched green apple fruit and mineral. The finish
is super clean with deep limestone finish.
Chablis 2018: Average vine age is 35 years; 100% stainless steel; grown in Kimmeridgian limestone; beautiful nose of oyster shell,
Meyer lemon and white flowers. In the mouth there is excellent tension with fruits that lean towards lemon-lime, salty mineral notes
and chalk. The finish is lifted, long and pure limestone with hints of green herbs.

Chablis 2019: Average vine age is 35 years; 100% stainless steel; grown in Kimmeridgian limestone; Classic bright lime, white flowers
and mineral nose; great ripeness and tension in the mouth with engaging lemon-lime, salty mineral notes and chalk. The finish is lifted,
long and pure limestone with hints of grass.
Chablis 1er Cru “Cote de Lechet” 2018: Average vine age is 35 years; 80% stainless steel – 20% barrel (1-5 years); grown in
Kimmeridgian limestone; Complex nose of white flowers, smoky, chalk, lemon and peach skin. The wine shows great weight and
concentration in the mouth with mouthwatering minerality and acidity, lemon and quince fruit. The finish is stony mineral driven and
very long.
Chablis 1er Cru “Fourchaume” 2018: 50% tank – 50% barrel (7 year old average)-no new oak; Very ripe nose of yellow fruits and
smoky chalk. On the palate the wine has loads of golden delicious apple, tropical citrus fruit and powerful chalk focus; Fourchaume
has wonderful density and weight; preforms very close to a Grand Cru level Chablis.
Rully 1er Cru “Le Cloux” 2018: 100% barrel /20% 1 year barrels; this wine is a dead ringer for $70+ cult CA Chardonnay. Profound,
seductive floral notes, orchard fruits with spicy oak and smoke. Very lush and weighty in the mouth with just enough acidity and
minerality to stay refreshing, balanced and firm. Great ripeness, lots of skin flavors and complexity through the spicy and toasty finish.

Beaujolais
Domaine J. Boulon

Domaine J. Boulon is centrally located within the appellation at Corcelles-en-Beaujolais, just to the east of Morgon. The 26 hectare
domaine is managed by Hugo Boulon who represents the 6th generation. The wines here represent classic Beaujolais wines that showcase
the brilliant high-toned fruity freshness we want and expect but these wines have beautiful depth and complexity that often is absent.
The vineyard work is meticulous and includes de-budding and leaf pulling to maximize quality. All the grapes are hand harvested and
average 40% whole-cluster fermentation.
Size: 26 Hectares
Soil: clay, limestone (calcaire), granite
Grapes: Gamay
Vinification: Stainless, Barrel

Beaujolais Superieur Vieilles Vignes 2018: 100% stainless steel; clay-limestone soil; this is a huge over achiever, very limited. Sourced
on the border of Morgon from the oldest vineyards averaging 60 year old vines (some vines are over 100 years old) Yields are 53Hl/H
same as Cru villages. Bright cherry-raspberry aromas with tree bark & pepper aromas; on the palate the wine is lively and direct with
clean red fruits & earth, great freshness and length.
Morgon 2018: 100% stainless steel; clay granite soil; vineyards are situated in the Northern and Southern limits of Morgon. Bright and
powerful nose of sweet black cherry and dried herbs; excellent structure on the palate with ripe+ cherry and cassis complex underbrush
and brown stem flavors and granite mineral firmness; very persistent finish of earthy flavors and a touch of menthol. Excellent!
Brouilly 2019: 100% stainless steel; clay granite soil; vineyards are situated in the eastern section of Brouilly with a South-Southeast
exposure & benefit from extended periods of sun. Garnet color; savory nose of plump, cassis, blackberry, forest floor, grilled meat;
clean cherry and raspberry fruit, brown stems, white pepper and soil flavors on the palate with the skin and stem tannin poking through
on the extended finish. A really excellent wine. Very limited.
Moulin a Vent 2017: Vinified in cuve – aged 9 months in barrel 10% new oak; sandy top soil with clay limestone base; Lovely spicy
oak, grilled meat and ripe red cherries in the nose. This is structured and savory wine on the palate with darker fruits such as blackberry;
pepper and toasty oak throughout. A wine that can lay down for 7 years minimum.

Beaujolais Blanc (Chardonnay) 2019: 100% stainless steel; very limited. Sourced on the border of Morgon. This may be the best
Chardonnay value in the portfolio. The nose is flamboyant with tropical fruits; pineapple and melon jump from the glass. Simply
delicious in the mouth, more bright melon fruit, especially cantaloupe; super fresh and fun. Great everyday wine.

Macon
Domaine des Granges

Yannick Paquet began working at the family domaine alongside his father in the famous village of Fuissé in 2005, representing the 5th
generation. Yannick is painstaking conscientious in the vineyard so he can bring is fully ripe and spotless grapes. Nothing goes into the
vat that he wouldn’t put in his mouth. His rigorous standards continue into the cellar where he vinifies the parcels separately and uses
only the best tanks in the final assembly of the cuvées. All the vineyards are sustainably farmed in order to protect the environment, and
only indigenous yeasts are used to ferment. Everything is done to obtain a wine as natural as possible. Yannick’s talent, guidance,
integrity, and conscientiousness are apparent in the wines he creates. These wines are delicious and classic with an emphasis on
showcasing the calcaire rich soils of the vineyards while presenting crisp yet ripe orchard fruits.
Size: 22 Hectares
Soil: Clay-Limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Chardonnay
Vinification: Stainless steel

Yannick Paquet Cremant de Bourgogne: Methode Champenois; fermentation in stainless steel; aged 12 months on its lees; indigenous
yeast. The vineyards for the Cremant are located in the village of Chaintré at 200-300 meters with an average age of 30 years. The wine
has a bright golden robe with fine bubbles. The mouth presents crisp focused fruit dominated by citrus and fresh white peach with a
persistent and harmonious finish.
Macon-Villages 2018: Fermented in 100% stainless steel; this wine is 100% declassified Macon-Chaintré located just outside of the
Pouilly-Fuisse appellation from vineyards with an average age of 35 years; very high-toned aromatics of chalky calcaire, apple and pear
skin; in the mouth the wine is vibrant & plush, very good weight with nerve; the finish here is persistent with good complexity.
Macon-Fuisse 2019: Fermented in 100% stainless steel; this wine comes from the heart of the Pouilly-Fuissé appellation but from
higher altitude vineyards which were never classified as Pouilly-Fuissé; brilliantly focused nose of citrus peel, crisp apple and calcaire
with tropical aromatic. Nice and compact through the mid-palate, great concentration with balanced mineral tension.
Pouilly-Fuisse 2018: Fermented in 70% stainless steel, 20% foudré, 10 barrel (10% new); bright, fresh nose of ripe red apples, smoke
and villa tones; great attack on the palate loaded with lush apricot, toasty oak, wet stones; powerful, compact and concentrated with lots
of mineral tension; perfect balance through the finish.
Pouilly-Fuisse “Ver Cras” 2018: Fermented 100% in 350L barrel 1-3 years. The vineyard Ver Cras is considered among the top sites
in the appellation; 250 meters elevation planted in calcaire. 2018 shows a very pointed nose of smoky calcaire and citrus; very compact
in the mouth, great tension; yellow fruits and floral with a toasty element intertwined with brilliant calcaire on the finish.

Clos Noly, Marie-Pierre Manciat

Clos Noly is named after the oldest vineyard at Domaine Manciat-Poncet which is based in Chaintré, owned and managed by the jubilant
Marie-Pierre Manciat, who represents the 5th generation of vignorons in her family. There are 23 total hectares spread out among 5
villages. The domaine is meticulously run with the utmost focus on bringing in perfect fruit. Clos Noly practices sustainable viticulture.
The yields at this domaine are routinely 20-30 percent lower than what is allowed in each given appellation allowing Marie-Pierre to
craft wines that are rich and powerful while remaining focused with an emphasis on the calcaire rich soils of each terroir. These wines
represent absolutely great value and quality.
Size: 23 Hectares
Soil: Clay-Limestone (calcaire)
Grapes: Chardonnay
Vinification: Stainless steel and barrel (228L & 400L)
Macon-Charnay “Sainte Juste” 2018: Charnay is located just North of Pouilly; 100% Chardonnay, stainless steel. Fruity peach and
apricot pit; with a soft, ripe mid-palate & good spice notes; very good concentration with calcaire balancing off the long refreshing
finish.
Saint Véran “Les Clos” 2018: Saint Veran is located directly south of Fuissé; 50% barrel (no new oak) 50% tank; Wonderful nose of
apples, citrus peel & calcaire with just a whisper of smoky oak; great attack on the palate with serious tension and complex minerality
to start; apricot pit and apple flavors emerge through the finish. This is a perfectly balanced wine.
Pouilly-Vinzelles “Les Longeays” 2018: The smallest appellation owned (0.3 hectare); touches Pouilly-Fuissé appellation; fermented
and aged in 228L barrel (no new oak); this is a profound wine for the appellation. The nose screams calcaire and yellow stone fruits;
the palate is very dense and focused, perfect balance of fruit and chalky elements through the finish. A huge over achiever!
Pouilly Fuissé “Courtelong” 2018: Sourced from 40+ year old vineyards located in predominantly calcaire soils; 85% stainless steel
and 15% in 1-3 year old barrels for 9 months. High toned and purposeful nose of white flowers, stone fruit and a wisp of smoke and
toast; orchard fruits are the focus here which remain in front of the calcaire structure and toasty elements, very long and intense finish
that beg for another sip.
Claude Manciat Cremant de Bourgogne NV: Sourced from the neighboring villages of Pouilly-Fuisse. This is a blend of 1/3 each
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir & Aligoté. Nice yeast and baked bread notes in the nose. This is a deliciously, fruity and rich Cremant; fruits
flavors of apple and melon with chalky aspects and a crisp, clean finish.

Start here

Rhone Valley – Southern Rhone
Costieres de Nimes
Chateau Guiot

Chateau Guiot is located on the rolling slopes of southern Costières de Nîmes, near the village of Saint Gilles and the famous Camargue
section of the Mediterranean. The vineyards are planted primarily to Grenache, Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon. The soils here are mostly
ancient riverbed soils similar to Chateauneuf du Pape. Today the estate has 90 hectares in production. The Chateau or “Mas” is owned
by Silvia Cornut and is managed by her twin sons Numa and Alexis, representing the 9th generation of vigneron in the Cornut family.
The wines made here have become reference points for the appellation over the last 20 years. Chateau Guiot is committed to sustainable
farming, replacing the use of synthetic herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers with organic treatments.
Size: 90 Hectares
Soil: small Cailloux with clay and sand
Grapes: Grenache, Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Vinification: Stainless, Cuve, Foudré, Barrel
Chateau Guiot Rose 2018: 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah. Grenache is 100% direct press; vinified in stainless steel. Lovely pale pink
color; focused nose of candied strawberry; vibrant attack on the palate of red fruits, watermelon, light notes of garrigue and chalky
crispness; delicious fruity finish ending with minerality.
Chateau Guiot Tradition Red 2018: 60% Grenache & 40% Syrah; stainless steel and cement cuve. Plump, juicy nose of dark berry
fruits and garrigue in the nose; wonderful attack with lots of energy; round ripe black berry and cherry; nice garrigue complexity but
always behind the fruit; finish is fruit driven and round. Excellent!
Mas de Guiot Cabernet-Syrah 2018: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon (planted in 1970) 40% Syrah; 225L barrel, 40% new oak. This is
profound wine for the price. The nose is powerful with ripe red currant, plum, toasty oak, roasted coffee; cedar and tobacco in the nose.
Plush and ripe on the palate with lots of complexity; focused on dark fruits, cedar and smoky herbs with a powerful, round and fruity
finish.
Chateau Cornut Prestige 2014: 95% Syrah–5% Grenache (50+ year old vines); 500L barrels, 20% new oak. Super Blue fruits and
spice on the nose. In the mouth the wine displays fresh plummy and blueberry fruit, oak and loads of pepper spice. Mineral and fruit
continues through the finish.
Chateau Guiot “Numa” 2015: 95% Syrah–5% Grenache (50+ year old vines); 500L barrels, 20% new oak. Big, powerful spicy
blackberry and blueberry fruit on the nose. In the mouth the wine super dense, with plummy fruit and very savory flavors of herbs,
slight toasty oak and pepper spice; great balance throughout with some mineral freshness.
Chateau Guiot “Numa” 2017: 95% Syrah–5% Grenache (50+ year old vines); 500L barrels, 20% new oak. Powerful nose of black
fruits, toasty oak and garrigue; very dense and velvety on the palate; jammy black and blue fruits, roasted coffee, smoky, and complex
garrigue spices; fresh and clean fruit on the finish. Excellent Value 91WE
Chateau Guiot “Paulinette”2016: 95% Grenache-5% Syrah (80+ year old vines); 24 months in Foudre; 50% destemmed, foot crushed.
This is a remarkable wine that drinks like Chateauneuf du Pape at 50% the cost. This is the essence of sweet Grenache fruit…Sweet
red savory cherry pie with slight roasted meat flavors, soft and round in the mouth with expressive soil complexity; underbrush and wet
stones; great length and polished finish. This shows how good Costières de Nimes can be. 90WA
Chateau Guiot “Magnanimes” 2016: 85% Mourvèdre & 15% Syrah; 18 months in Foudré and neutral barrels; Very serious nose with
tons huge blackberry-blueberry fruits complemented by tones of garrigue; Juicy, thick and dense dark fruits with a fresh sweet-sour
cherry flavor; roasted hazelnut, coffee & complex garrigue flavors; wet stone minerality freshness emerges on the finish. Outstanding
wine.

Chateau Juvenal

Chateau Juvenal is clearly one of the top 3 estates in the entire Ventoux appellation. The vineyards are located on the hillsides and
plateau near Graveyron. Chateau Juvenal is considered among the best terroirs available in the appellation and has been certified organic
since 2012. In 2011, Anne-Marie and Bernard Forestier and Sébastien Alban merged their domaines to create 20 hectares, built the
cellars of Château Juvenal, and made Château Juvenal wines at the castle for the first time, under the leadership of benevolent Philippe
Cambie, International renowned oenologist (named best wine consultant of the 2010 year by Robert Parker). In the winter Sébastien
cuts the vines with yield in mind, in the spring he debuds and tops with sap in mind, and in the summer he removes misplaced clusters
and thins to let in light. The fruit is harvested by hand on a parcel by parcel basis over several weeks. The harvest dates are selected
under Philippe Cambie’s watch. All sorting takes place in the vineyard. Once the fruit from a parcel is harvested the fruit is cooled for
48 hours then destemmed and put in a pneumatic press for two to three hours. It is then run into temperature controlled stainless steel
tanks with each tank representing a single parcel. The tanks destined for red wine see a long maceration with pump-over and delestage
twice a day for one month. The result of all the detailed work is amazing raw material, wines that rival much more famous and expensive
neighboring appellations.
Size: 20 Hectares
Soil: clay, sand, limestone (calcaire), small cailloux
Grapes: Grenache, Syrah
Vinification: Stainless steel tanks
Jolie Muscat Sec 2019: 100% Muscat fermented dry; this is the smallest cuvée made at the estate. The nose of blood orange, melon
and grapefruit jump from the glass. On the palate this is a bone dry wine with intense citrus fruit and minerality; super focused and
clean; hints of yellow straw on the finish which adds complexity and elegance to the finish. Very limited.
Ribes du Vallat Rose 2017: Made using the direct press method to retain the finesse and balance in the wine. This is crafted using
equal parts Cinsault and Grenache vinified in stainless steel tanks. The wine has a brilliant pale salmon color and displays super ripe
candied raspberry and strawberry flavors with hints of pink grapefruit in a vibrant “sweet-tart” fashion; limestone flavors emerge on the
finish adding length and complexity.
Les Garrigue 2018: 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah; vinified in stainless steel. This is the newest cuvee from Chateau Juvenal; made from
the young vines (10-30 years old). Deep dark crimson color with forward juicy jammy red fruits and spicy nuances in the nose. The
mid-palate has nice complexity, freshness & viscosity; there is surprising length and character for a wine at this price. A great everyday
red at a super price!
Ribes du Vallat Rouge 2018: 70% Grenache, 30% Syrah; vinified in stainless steel. A beautiful forward nose of blackberry-raspberry
and smoky herbs; polished, thick, weighty mid-palate; tons of material here; very fruity & savory; licorice, tree bark, garrigue and
perfectly balanced through the finish. -Great Value! 90-92JD
Terre du Petit Homme 2017: 50% Grenache, 40% Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre; Syrah and Mourvèdre are aged in barrel (10% new)
Bright, fresh blackberry, herbs and hints of licorice aromatics. On the palate this is a juicy wine with blackberry, blueberry, clove,
licorice, and garrigue and calcaire freshness; powerfully lush and fruity on the palate but the wine still has lift, well integrated oak and
mineral aspects. Great length and incredibly persistent finish. 91WA / 91JD / 92WE
Terre du Petit Homme 2018: 50% Grenache, 40% Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre; Syrah and Mourvèdre are aged in barrel (10% new) Black
in color, huge nose of Blackberry jam, garrigue & roasted meat notes; Super plush and velvety in the mouth; lush jammy fruit, soil,
garrigue, tree bark and licorice; lots of skin flavors; super low yields; the finish is a continuation of the palate; ripe and round and always
on the fruit! Super quality!! 91-94JD
Perseides 2018: 100% old-vine Grenache (70-100 years old) with 30 day maceration; vinified in stainless steel. Buckle up; ultra-Ripe
dark blackberry fruited nose with grilled meat & savory spice components; big, velvety & dense on the palate; lots of muscle; sweet,
juicy-jammy core, lots of pure Grenache character. Extended finish with garrigue and silky tannins emerging; lots of class. 92-94JD
Very Limited

Maison la Berthaude
Chateauneuf du Pape - Cotes du Rhone

The young and diligent Xavier Rolin is the 5th generation of vignorons in his family. Xavier is a cousin of the famous Perrin owners of
Chateau Beaucastel in Courthezon. His family domaine is based in the village Chateauneuf du Pape very close to the Orange border.
This district of the appellation is called Berthaude, thus the name Maison la Berthaude. Xavier’s family owns 40.5 total hectares. 15.5
hectares in Chateauneuf du Pape, 20.5 hectares in Cotes du Rhone & Villages and 4.5 IGP. About 20% of the domaine’s production is
white wine.
The domaine's vineyards span out over 72 individual parcels, each sub-plot has its own distinct reflection of “terroir”. And while some
of the vines are more than 100 years old, the average vine age at the domaine is about 60 years old; 85% of the vines are over 22 years
of age. The Chateauneuf vines are planted on two types of soil. The first is a clay and limestone subsoil covered by the famous galets
roules (large riverbed rounded stones). The second type of soil contains much more sand and fashions wines with higher toned aromatics
and finesse.
Size: 15.5 Hectares in Chateauneuf du Pape; 20.5 Hectares in Cotes du Rhone & Cotes du Rhone Village
Soil: Cailloux (riverbed stones), clay, calcaire, and sand
Grapes: Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre, Cinsault, Terret, Vaccarèse, Counoise, Grenache Blanc, Viognier, Clairette, Roussanne and
Bourboulenc
Vinification: Cuve, stainless steel, Foudré and barrel (228L)
Côtes du Rhône Blanc “Cuvee Laura” 2019: 85% Viognier, 15% Grenache Blanc / Marsanne Blend; vinified in stainless steel;
exuberantly perfumed tropical-peach-melon nose with hints of chalk. Rich, fat mid-palate with tons of lychee, peach and honey flavors;
oily, rich texture; fresh herbs and hints of chalk on the finish.
Côtes du Rhône Rouge 2019: 60% Grenache, 25% Cinsault, 15% Syrah; vinified and aged in cuve; Push ripe nose of kirsch and
garrigue; great mid-palate weight that is always on the fruit; cherry, blackberry, nice spice intensity with chalky minerality through the
finish. Great value.
Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge “Cuvee Tradition” 2019: 65 year old vines Average; 80% Grenache, 10% Syrah & 10% Mourvèdre;
vinified and aged in cuve; this is a special cuvee upon our request to showcase the intensity of raw material achieved by Xavier without
any wood influence; Garnet color; very ripe nose of ripe cherry and red fruits with nice savory garrigue and pepper. On the palate the
wine rich and round packed with red fruits, roasted meat, smoked herbs, great polish and balance with a smooth finish. Excellent value!
Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge Vieilles Vignes 2017: 65 year old vines Average; 60% Grenache, 15% Mourvèdre, 10% Syrah, 7%
Cinsault, 5% Clairette, 3% Vaccarese; 1/3 each aged in cuve, foudré & barrel (15% new oak). Ripe nose of plum, cherry, coffee &
intense garrigue spice; Very spicy, earthy complexity with red fruits on the palate; lots of smoked herbs and pepper; very intense and
powerful tannins; minerality pokes out on the finish; this is one for the decanter. 92-93 Vinous
Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge Vignes Centenaires Reserve 2017: 97% Grenache, 3% field blend (co-fermented); Plot selection from
the oldest vineyards (planted in 1903 & 1906); aged 100% in barrels (228L). Powerful, extremely perfumed nose of ripe black cherry,
plum, kirsch and Provençal spices; huge attack loaded with intense garrigue, toasty oak, grilled meat & cracked black pepper. This is
massively extracted, powerful wine; the finish is well over a minute long. Easily a 30 year wine. 94-95 VINOUS

Domaine Palon
Gigondas-Vacqueyras

Domaine Palon is located at the foot of the “Dentelles de Montmirail” on the gentle mid-slope of Gigondas. This is a very small domaine
with only 7 hectares in Gigondas and 5 hectares in Vacqueyras. The Palon family has been vignorons since the 1930’s with Sebastien
Palon (4th generation) managing the estate until 2018. The estate has been purchased by a neighboring vigneron, Aude Deltin, who
owns Chateau Malijay. Aude is a diligent young woman who has assembled a dynamic team to managing Domaine Palon. Organic
conversion began immediately and will be official with the 2021 vintage. The wines here are pure class that highlight precision, focus
& restrained power which showcase soil/garrigue complexity and nuance in a juicy, fruit forward style. The wines exude balance.
Size: 12 Hectares
Soil: calcaire, clay and sand with small Cailloux
Grapes: Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre
Vinification: Cuve and Foudré
Vacqueyras 2018: 75% Grenache, 16% Mourvèdre & 9% Syrah; Soil here is a mixture of calcaire and clay; 100% cuve; Very Perfumed
nose of garrigue and soil; ripe raspberry and blackberry fruit coat the underlying earthy, garrigue complexities; star anise, tapenade,
chalk all influence the finish.
Gigondas 2018: 79% Grenache, 15% Syrah & 6% Mourvèdre; Soils are mostly calcaire and mixed clay, sand with small polished
riverbed stones; the Grenache is vinified and aged in cuve while the Mourvèdre and Syrah are aged in foudré. Bright dark fruits, dried
herbs and grilled meat aromas in the nose; round and rich with great attack and balance on the palate, loads of blackberry and cherries
with silky tannins; very long finish that is focused on garrigue and minerality.

Guillaume Gonnet – Vigneron
Chateauneuf du Pape – Cotes du Rhone

According to local archives, the Gonnet family has been settled in Bédarrides since 1600. Etienne Gonnet and Jeanne Brunier married
and created Font de Michelle in 1950. Today the domaine is being managed by the grandchild of Etienne, Guillaume Gonnet. Before
joining his family as 3rd generation winemaker, Guillaume travelled the world working in some of the most famous wineries in Bordeaux,
Burgundy, Napa Valley, New Zealand and finally in Australia where he met his future wife, Kelly. The Guillaume Gonnet –Vigneron
wines were created in 2015 and are an exciting new chapter for this lovely and diligent young couple. Guillaume and Kelly have
purchased their own plots in Chateauneuf du Pape. With their vines, and selected parcels inherited from Guillaume’s family, Guillaume
continues to produce wine that reflects his philosophy for winemaking - Minimal interference with the “terroir effect” by following
biodynamic agricultural principles, ensuring the wine is balanced, soft with elegant tannins and very little wood influence. Guillaume
has always been fascinated by the notion of “terroir”, most notably about how the Southern Rhône varieties express themselves in
diverse terroir. Guillaume and Kelly plan to grow their range to include old vine Southern Rhone varieties in Spain and the Barossa in
Australia. The Robin on the label can often be found in their organically farmed vineyards and embodies all that drives the creation of
these wines - dreams, liberty, and terroir.
Size: 30 Hectares in Chateauneuf du Pape; 20 Hectares in Cotes du Rhone & Cotes du Rhone Village
Soil: Cailloux (riverbed stones), clay, calcaire and sand
Grapes: Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre, Cinsault, Carignan, Terret, Counoise, Muscardin, Grenache Blanc, Clairette, Roussanne and
Bourboulenc
Vinification: Cuve, stainless steel, cement pyramid, Foudré, barrel (400-800L)

Cotes du Rhone “le Reveur” Rose 2019: 50% Grenache, 50% Cinsault; direct press rose and vinified in stainless steel tanks. Nice pale
color with a Flamboyant nose of raspberry and watermelon; very focused and dry on the palate with hints of wet stones and garrigue;
fruit is the focus through the finish. This is a true crowd pleaser.
Tavel “Le Nymphe” Rose 2019: 70% Grenache, 20% Syrah & 10% Cinsault; stainless steel. Tavel is a tiny village located directly
across the Rhone River from Chateauneuf du Pape and produces some of the most age worthy rose wines in France; bright forward nose
of raspberry, strawberry and chalk; elegant and fresh on the palate with good tension; crisp red fruits, pepper, garrigue & minerality;
clean, fresh and good complexity through the finish.
Cotes du Rhone “le Reveur” Blanc 2019: 40% Viognier, 30% Grenache Blanc, 30% Roussanne; 100% tank; Lovely floral nose with
ripe orchard fruits; Great weighty mid-palate with heaps of apple, peach & melon fruits; nice spice attack with minerality that adds
freshness. the finish is very bright with hints of lemon and minerality which create a clean finish.
Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc “Belle Amie” 2018: 50% Roussanne, 50% Clairette; vinified in stainless steel; sourced from the Croix
du Bois and La Crau vineyards. Beautiful aromatic floral nose with hints of apricot and soil notes. In the mouth the wine has nice weight
with yellow fruit and lots of spice and limestone mineral freshness through the finish.
Muscat Beaumes de Venise “La Douce” 2018: 100% Muscat vinified and aged in stainless steel. Textbook Muscat de Beaumes de
Venise made from 100% Muscat Petits Grains. Fresh, lifted apricot/peach-scented nose; great attack with medium weight, fresh fruit
and spicy notes on the palate, this has enough sugar for dessert but enough acidity and nerve for an aperitif. Really great quality and
should drink well for 4-5 years.
Cotes du Rhone “Le Reveur” Rouge 2019: 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah; stainless steel & cuve; fresh, ripe blackberry and plums
dominate the nose with hints of garrigue and smoke; more ripe dark fruits on the palate but with tension and minerality; pepper and
garrigue; polished texture; round and delicious with a juicy fruity finish; lots of pleasure here. Overachiever!
Cotes du Rhone Villages “Le Hardi” Rouge 2018 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah with an average vine age of 65 years old grown in
cailloux soils, vinified in stainless steel & cuve; an excellent nose of dark fruits, plum, black cherry and garrigue; very powerful midpalate; lots of structure behind the dark fruit and spicy flavors, great depth and texture; lush & polished; the finish is fruit driven with
chalky aspects that offer lift and balance. This could certainly fit right into a Chateauneuf du Pape tasting.
Cairanne “Le Brave” Rouge 2017: 80% Grenache, 20% Syrah; average vine age of 80 years; grown mostly in limestone and sandy
soil; vinified in Concrete; grown mostly in limestone and sandy soil; vinified in Concrete. Great attack with bright red fruits, mineral,
lavender; super primary fruits, polished texture with smoked herbs and an extraordinarily long finish.
Rasteau “Le Maestro” Rouge 2017: 80% Grenache, 10% each Mourvèdre & Syrah; average vine age of 40 years; the vineyards are
south east facing with blue clay and polished stones; vinified in concrete cuve. Tree Bark, savory smoked herbs with ripe dark fruits in
the nose; Powerful full, rich middle with tons of spice and earthy components, licorice, tapenade with precision and freshness.
Lirac “Le Virtuose” Rouge 2018: 90% Grenache, 10% Syrah; average vine age of 80 years; hillside vineyards above the village;
vinified in tank and cuve. Such a pretty nose of fresh berry and anise notes; on the palate the wine is lush and deep with lots of
complexity- blackberry, plum, licorice, slight garrigue & pepper. The minerality comes towards the end and ands to the long finish of
blue fruits.
Chateauneuf du Pape Rouge “Bel Ami” 2018: 50% Grenache, 50% Syrah. From Croix du Bois, La Crau & Rayas adjacent vineyards.
Average age of 50 years old vines. Vinified in a blend of concrete and tank; Beautiful spicy ripe cherries and garrigue in the nose; ripe
and lush on the palate; smooth texture, jammy blackberry, dried herbs, brown sugar; minerality and fresh blue fruits show themselves
on the extended finish; Excellent quality here. Very limited. 90-92WA
Chateauneuf du Pape Rouge “Hommage à Maryline” Vieilles Vignes Reserve 2017: 110+ year old vines from the La Crau vineyard;
roughly 60% Grenache & 40% Mourvèdre; vinified and aged in cement pyramid & foudré. Big, savory nose of ripe dark fruits and
herbs; lush, round texture on the palate with complex soil components and exotic spices and cedar flavors; a great attack of garrigue that
continues through the extended finish with hints of licorice and black cherry fruit. 92WA
Chateauneuf du Pape Rouge “Le Muse” Vieilles Vignes Reserve 2017: Mostly 110+ year old vines; Blend of 50% La Crau & 50%
Rayas vineyards; 95% Grenache, 5% field blend of Mourvedre, Cinsault and Counoise. Hightoned nose of perfumed red fruits, and
incense; On the palate the wine has a silky texture with really sappy, juicy Grenache fruit, garrigue and freshness; complex herbal
aspects which include spearmint and thyme emerge through the finish to add to this already very complex and brilliant wine. 92+WA

Northern Rhone
Pierre Le Grand-Vigneron (Domaine produced & bottled)

The wines of Pierre Le Grand are specially crafted cuvees made by Domaine Jean-Pierre Mucyn, one of the young rising stars in the
northern Rhone. The estate is located in the village of Gervans in the heart of the appellation of Crozes-Hermitage. Jean-Pierre and
Helene Mucyn studied oenology in Beaune and started the Domaine in 2001. Today the domaine has 18 hectares in the appellations of
Crozes-Hermitage (11.5Ha), Saint Joseph (4.5Ha), Cornas (1.5Ha) and IGP Collines Rhondaniennes (1Ha). The vineyards are
sustainably maintained, and the estate uses de-budding, leaf pulling and green harvesting when required. The grapes are hand harvested
and the wines are made using 100% destemmed fruit. The wines here present wonderful bright fruit and lush middle palate ripeness
with an ever-present terroir identity.
Size: 18 Hectares
Soil: Granite, limestone (calcaire), cailloux, sand
Grapes: Syrah, Marsanne, Roussanne, Gamay
Vinification: Stainless, Cuve, Barrel
Crozes-Hermitage Rouge 2018: 100% Syrah, 100% stainless steel. The vineyards are located on a plateau and terraces in the southern
section of Crozes grown in sand and cailloux soils with an average age of 40 years; alluring unadulterated Syrah aromas of roasted meat,
violets, peppery herbs and plummy dark fruits; full-bodied, rich and creamy texture on the palate loaded with fresh blueberry-plum fruit;
super length with fennel notes on the finish. Excellent! 90-92WA
Saint Joseph Blanc 2018: 100% Roussanne; 20% barrel (2nd use). The vineyards are on the slope at 300 meters elevation planted in
granite and schist; a brilliant nose of yellow straw, apricot blossom, tangerine and slate with hints of oak. Great weight on the palate
with juicy peach-apricot & apple fruit; complex soil components; finishes clean, fresh and crisp. 90-92WA
Cornas 2017: 100% Syrah, 18 months in oak (25% new up to 4 uses). The vineyards are on the slope at 320 meters grown in granite,
saprolite and schist soils; Ripe fruit driven nose of dark fruits, pepper, soil, cedar and toasty oak; the palate is full bodied, dense and
loaded with blackberry, coffee, pepper, slate & spicy oak; smooth ripe tannins; excellent length and elegant on the finish. Superb value
96WE “Editor’s Choice”

Domaine de Rosiers
Cote Rotie – Condrieu

Domaine de Rosiers is located in the heart of Ampuis and is owned and managed by young Maxime Gourdain who has took over the
management of the domaine from his uncle Louis Drevon in 2013 The domaine started bottling wines under their own name in 1976.
Rosiers owns 7.8 hectares broken into 28 parcels in Cote Rotie located on the hill of Ampuis; where you want to be. 90% of the vines
are located in Cote Brune with 50% specifically located in the famed Rozier vineyard. The remaining 10% are situated in Cote Blonde
on the southern side of Ampuis. The average vine age at the domaine is 40 years. In 2013 they were able to purchase 0.2 hectare in
Condrieu. Their parcel in directly below and touches the famed appellation of Chateau Grillet. All the wines produced here are stunning,
pure muscle with complexity and grace. The oak treatment is judicial, 25% - 50% maximum new oak. All of the Cote Rotie Cuvees
remain in barrel for 18 months.
Size: 7.8 Hectares
Soil: granite, blonde and dark slate
Grapes: Syrah, Viognier
Vinification: Stainless, Barrel

Cote Rotie “Drevon” 2016: Drevon is an assembly of all the parcels; 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier; 100% barrel 25% new oak with a
maximum of 5 years old for 18 months. The nose presents pretty aromas and flavors of red flowers, exotic spices, smoked meats, pepper,
currants and licorice.; medium to full-bodied, with lots of red fruit, bright acidity and fine silky tannins on the finish. This is a charming
wine and drinking beautifully. 93WE
Cote Rotie “Drevon” 2017: Drevon is an assembly of all the parcels; 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier; 100% barrel 25% new oak with a
maximum of 5 years old for 18 months. The 2017 presents a powerful nose of primary ultra-ripe blackberry, smoke and exotic spices;
powerful and very well structured wine on the palate, lots of classic smoked meats, cracked black pepper and anise seed; very ripe and
plush texture; the finish is extensive with sappy black fruits and licorice notes. This is one for the cellar. (91-93) WA
Cote Rotie “Coeur de Rose” 2016: “Heart of the Rose” This is a 5 barrel selection from the cave; 250cs (6pk) produced; 98% Syrah
& 2% Viognier; 50% new oak for 18 months. Very dark and dense with loads of blackberry compote, straw sweet oak and granite
aromas and flavors; silky texture with great balance and length. 95WE
Cote Rotie “Coeur de Rose” 2017: “Heart of the Rose” 10 barrels (80% Rozier / 10% Besset / 10% other) This is a 10 barrel selection
from the cave; 250cs (6pk) produced; 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier; 50% new oak for 18 months. This is ROCKSTAR wine; Black in
color; Super ripe blackberry-blueberry nose, tanned leather, smoky meat and toasty oak in the nose; Plush, almost sappy wild bramble
fruit, savory herbs, rocky soil and smoke with a luxurious, velvety texture; very long finish with licorice notes. Outstanding!
Cote Rotie “Besset” 2016: 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier; 50% new oak for 18 months; 250cs (6pk) production. This is a single vineyard
cuvee from the Besset vineyard that is situated at the northern end of the appellation. Besset is very steep and considered a “Grand Cru”
quality vineyard. This wine has a complex nose of roasted coffee & clove; presenting hyper flavors of smoked meats, cocoa powder,
licorice and slate; great balance and creamy oak notes. 94WE
Cote Rotie “Besset” 2017: 98% Syrah & 2% Viognier; 50% new oak for 18 months; 250cs (6pk) production. This is a single vineyard
cuvee from the Besset vineyard that is situated at the northern end of the appellation. Besset is very steep and considered a “Grand Cru”
quality vineyard. Black color with an exotic spice, leather, and savory nose; On the palate the wine is the most complex with layers of
slate soil, spices and black fruit compote juiciness; very dense and compact; fine polished tannins through the finish. Classic world-class
Cote Rotie. (91-93) WA
Condrieu 2018: 100% Viognier planted in 1986; 60% barrel (40%-new oak for 6 months) / 40% tank; Maxime’s vineyards touch
Chateau Grillet. Very tropical nose of pineapple, lychee, tangerine and vanilla toast; ripe and full on the palate with loads of peach,
melon and lychee; great drive to the finish where you have lovely spicy oak components. Very Limited.

